from the PMM are an improvement over those obtained using the power law in that biases and rootmean-square errors are much lower. The nfinimum timescale for application of the PMM with the composite radar dataset was found to be several days for area-average precipitation.
Introduction

a. Motivation and objectives
Meteorological
. As part of GCIP, precipitation data derived fiom rain gauges and radars will be needed for initializing, driving, and validating coupled hydrologic-atmospheric models, with the purpose of examining the space-time variability of water and energy budgets up to the continental scale. The GCIP precipitation requirement is hourly rainfall at 4-km horizontal resolution over the entire Mississippi basin (Leese 1993 ) . In addition, space missions such as NASA's Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM:
see Simpson et al. 1988 ) designed to estimate global rainfall also depend on reliable radarrainfall measurements for validation purposes.
In this paper we present results obtained by applying the probability matching method (PMM)--as described by Calheiros and Zawadzki ( 1987 ) , Atlas et al. (1990b) and Rosenfeld et al. ( 1993) Woodley et al. 1975 ) and, therefore, should be appropriate for central Florida. The FACE Z-R is also the default WSR-88D algorithm.
As will be shown in section 3, application of the FACE Z-R relationship to "NOWRAD" composite radar reflectivity images produced by 1he WSI Corporation resulted in large systematic and random errors in radar-estimated rainfall, with respect to rain gauge values. These results suggested a need ti)r alternative techniques that are more appropriate for use with composite reflectivity data. The current study provides an initial test of the PMM applied to a composite radar product, a type of data that is currently being used for precipitation estimation.
Although the composite radar dataset used in this study is suboptimal in that it was obtained from WSR-57 systems, the analysis presented here has implications for potential application of the PMM technique to produce regional and national rainfall maps based on composite radar imagery. The data currently used to create national precipitation map products comprise reflectivities from WSR-57, WSR-74, and WSR-88D radars and are archived as part of EOSDIS (Earth Observing System I)ata and Information System) at the Hydrology DAAC ( Distributed Active Archive Center) at the Marshall Space Flight Center. The national composite precipitation product provides coverage at an 8-kin grid spacing, averaged from the original 2-kin reflectivity data. Unfortunately, individual radar identification is lost in the compositing procedure, so that, in general, range effects on signal return cannot bc taken into account. Nevertheless, this type of composite radar data represents the only feasible radar product for regional or continental-scale meteorological and hydrologic studies. This paper focuses on the assessment of PMM rainfall estimates over a range of space and time domains compared with results obtained using the conventional FACE relationship.
In so doing, a strategy is defined that may be used with WSR-88D systems, which should yield better results due to enhanced radar characteristics.
Results obtained herein provide a baseline against which future results may be compared.
Estimation of rainfall from gauge networks and from radars each has its own advantages and disadvantages. Because rain gauges provide point measurements, the accuracy of estimating area-average rainfall from gauges is dependent on the area, the number of gauges and correlation structure of the rainfield, as well as coverage over the entire experimental space-time domain.
The two specific objectives addressed in this paper are:
1 ) Utilize composite radar data, in conjunction with the rain gauge network, to obtain a "climatological[y tuned" Z-R relation for central Florida, following the PMM approach.
In this context, a "climatologically tuned" Z-R relation is one that is developed by matching observed probability density functions (PDFs) of radar reflectivities and gauge-measured rain rates. Implementation of the PMM using CaPE data is discussed in section 4.
2) Apply both the PMM and FACE Z-R relations to estimate rainfall over a range of space-time domains, compare the results, and assess the associated errors. An underlying assumption is that a PMM-derived Z-R relationship is valid only for space-time domains large enough to capture a number of rain systems at various stages of their life cycles. This is because physical and microphysical characteristics change as rain systems, especially convective ones, evolve from the nascent to mature stages. Thus, the question that arises is: On what spatial and temporal scales is the application of such a relation valid'? This question will be addressed by comparing gauge-and radar-estimated rainfall over a wide range of scales--from hourly rainfall at point locations to spatial averages for the CaPE study area over a 14-day period.
Accuracy of radar-derived rainfall estimates has been evaluated relative to rain gauge measurements from the gauge networks within the study area and the smaller, more densely gaged Merritt Island region. There are several sources of error, both random and nonrandom, in the gauge data. These include wind effects, hardware, and electronic errors, and errors associated with the extension of point measurements to area-average rainfall (Willmott and Legates 1991 ). The gauge data used here received extensive quality assessment as will be described in section 2. Rainfall based on the gauge measurements after application of these quality control measures is considered to be "ground truth" in these analyses.
b. Previous efforts to calibrate radar data with rain gauges
It is now well recognized that efl'ective radar reflectivity and surface rainfall exhibit a complex relationship that depends on various physical factors that can change significantly from one storm to another and with distance from the radar. However, the importance of using weather radar to estimate rainfall has steadily gained momentum over the past two decades. There are a number of existing schemes that convert radar reflectivity to radar rainfall. The most common method consists of using a power-law Z-R relationship of the form Z = aR b. Numerous Z-R relations can be found in the literature (cf. Battan 1973) although individual relations are not universally applicable.
The FACE Z-R relationship used here, Z = 300R L4 was developed based on summertime convective conditions in Florida.
Significant attention over the past few years has been directed toward the "area-time integral" (ATI)-based methods for estimating rainfall. This approach is based on several studies that have documented high correlations in convective cells between horizontal cloud-base area, cloud height, rain volume, and lifetime of the cloud (Hudlow et al. 1979; Gagin et al. 1985 : Rosenfeld et al. 1990 bucket, weighing-recording, standard can (dipstick), and wedge gauges, and had sampling intervals ranging from ! min to I day. Several conditions were used to flag potential gauge problems--large differences between gauge and radar rainfall, large differences between gauges in close proximity to one another, long periods of no precipitation at a gauge, and excessively high rain rates. Alter identifying these events, various sources, including nearby gauge readings, time series of the gauge data, and in some cases, GOES visible satellite images, were used to decide whether or not the gauge observations were in error. Where there were questionable data, composite radar images were used to determine whether data were acceptable. No changes in gauge amount were made. Through these eftorts, erroneous and missing rain gauge reports were identified and eliminated.
Shepard's interpolation scheme (Shepard 1968 (Shepard , 1984 was used to create a 2 km × 2 km field of daily rainfall from the network of gauge observations. Shepard's interpolation is intended for highly spatially variable fields by taking into account the rate of change of rainfall with distance and spatially varying gauge density. This method has been successfully applied at the global scale by Willmott and Legates (1991) . Areaaverage daily rainfall for the CaPE study area and the Merritt Island rain gauge area were calculated from the gridded daily rainfall fields, forming the basis of comparison for radar rainfall estimates.
Rainfall estimates using a standard Z-R relationship
In an initial effort to estimate precipitation over the study area, the FACE Z-R relation Z = 300R_4 was CROSSON ET AL. applied to the composite reflectivity fields. Reflectivity data at 15-min time steps were integrated in time to obtain hourly and daily accumulations.
Daily rainfall is defined here as 24-h accumulations beginning at 1200 UTC (0700 LST) on the given day. Several options exist for performing the time integration, of which three have been tested: I ) Reflectivities at the start and end of the time period were each converted to rain rates, and the arithmetic mean of the rain rates was used to represent the mean rain rate for the period.
2) The mean of the reflectivities at the start and end of the time period was calculated and converted to rain rate.
3) The mean rain rate was determined using the mean value theorem, in which the Z-R relationship is integrated over the range of Z for the time period. The first method is based on the assumption that, over the 15-rain interval, the behavior of R is linear, while the other two methods assume that changes in dBZ are linear in time. The choice of integration scheme is an important issue; average daily rainfall estimated using the FACE Z-R with method 1 is approximately 34% greater than that using method 2. Method 3 yields precipitation amounts between methods 1 and 2, but considerably closer to those of method 2. We have elected to use method 3 ("mean value" integration) because of its mathematical realism and because it yields the best agreement with rain gauge observations in terms of 14-day total rainfall averaged over the study area.
Radar data were sufficiently continuous to allow calculation of daily totals for 14 of the CaPE study days. Estimates obtained using the FACE Z-R relationship, averaged over the CaPE study area (21 000 km2), are compared with the gridded rain gauge means in Fig.  3a . There is substantial day-to-day variability in the ratios of radar-estimated to gauge-measured areal mean precipitation, although the radar estimate is higher on almost every day. For the 14-day period, use of the FACE Z-R relationship overestimates rainfall by approximately 90% with respect to the gauge mean. This comparison also has been performed for the Merritt Island rain gauge cluster area; results are shown in Fig.  3b . Over this smaller area, use of the FACE Z-R overestimates total 14-day precipitation by more than 110%. The spatial pattern of radar-rain gauge differences (not shown) over the study area shows that the greatest departures are positive (radar greater than gauge) and occur in the southeastern part of the study area, a region that is shown in Fig. 2 as being at long range from each of the radar sites.
The large differences between radar-and gauge-estimated rainfall emphasize the difficulties associated with estimating convective rainfall using the FACE Z-R relationship in conjunction with the composite radar product. These differences arise from inaccuracies in the gauge measurements as well as factors related to the composite radar data (discussed below), which lead to poor representation of surface precipitation. Based on the rain gauge analysis of Duchon et al. (1995) , the uncertainty in daily area-average precipitation from the gauge network is small relative to the magnitude of the radar-rain gauge differences shown in Fig. 3 . This is indicated by the standard error of daily area-average rainfall estimated from gauges for five categories of daily rainfall, given in Table 1 . Thus, the emphasis here is on potential sources of errors related to the composite radar data. There are several sources of error in the radar estimation of surface rainfall. Of these, we consider four to have potentially serious impact on rainfall estimates derived from the WSI composite radar product, and attribute the unsatisfactory performance of the powerlaw Z-R relationship in large part to these factors. These are 1 ) updrafts/downdrafts within a convective cell that result in enhanced reflectivities well above the surface; 2) the existence of frozen or mixed phase precipitation within the cloud; 3) spreading of the radar beam with increasing range; and 4) the algorithm used to create the composite or mosaic reflectivity fields. The WSI compositing technique, which uses the maximum reflectivity from multiple radars, exacerbates the other effects. Selection of the maximum return at each grid point may often lead to the inclusion of many reflectivities from heights near the freezing level in convective cells because of the far range from the viewing radar. In many cases, there may be a closer radar that could provide a low-level scan, while a more distant radar views the cell near the freezing level (for central Florida typically at 4-5 km). This results in echoes that are systematically enlarged due to beam spreading and possibly corrupted by frozen or mixed phase hydrometeors.
To give an indication of the degree to which beam spreading and height problems may impact analysis in the CaPE study area, range circles showing beam heights of 4.5 km (typical freezing level) for the Tampa, Daytona Beach, and West Palm Beach radars are shown in Fig. 2 . These three radars are the closest to the study area and the primary contributors to the composite reflectivity imagery. Much of the area, especially the east central and southeastern portions, is at such a distance from all of the radar sites that any returns from these areas originate from heights near the freezing level. The beam center height H and beamwidth W as a function of distance D from radar are shown in Table 2 . Here H and W have been calculated from (see Battan 1973)
where 0 is the radar elevation angle and q_ the radar beamwidth.
Also, R' is the "effective earth radius," which accounts for radar beam refraction in the earth's atmosphere and is approximated by 4,R/3, where R is the earth' s radius ( Battan 1973) . Fig. 2 , indicates that for a significant portion of the region, rainfall is being estimated using radar volumes whose depth and width is greater than 5 km. Since the horizontal dimension of the radar volume is greater than the composite grid resolution of 2 km × 2 km, the corresponding pixel values are multiply sampled to fill the grid.
Spreading
of the radar beam away from the radar site affects rainfall estimates by distributing the return signal across the radar measurement volume. Discrepancies between observed reflectivities and those that would be measured by a sensor with an infinitesimally narrow beam (or equivalently one at infinitesimally close range) arise when the precipitation field is nonuniform. These may be extreme when large reflectivity gradients (either horizontal or vertical _ exist within the beam volume, especially if the echo region only partially fills the w)lume (Rosenfeld et al. 1992) . Peak values in the actual reflectivity field usually will be reduced by signal averaging, but the areal coverage of the rain area will be increased.
Rosenfeld et al. (1992) used a simulation approach and showed that gradients in the actual rain field result in very substantial overestimates of the rain area as well as the area-integrated rainfall. For isolated convective cells, they estimate the bias (ratio of radar to surface rainfall) to range from I.O at a range of 0 km to a maximum of 1.4 at a range of approximately 120 kin. The bias then decreases, becoming 1.0 at 200 km and less than unity at longer ranges.
The manifestation of these effects in the composite radar imagery is illustrated in Fig. 4 through a corn- parison with reflectivity fields observed by the NCAR CP-2 multiparameter radar, a dual-polarization dualwavelength research system operating at S-and X-band frequencies (Bringi and Hendry 1990) . CP-2 multiparameter measurements from CaPE had a range resolution of 250 m while the beamwidth at S-band was approximately I°. The raw polar 1°X 250 m resolution S-band reflectivity data were converted to constant-altitude plan position indicators (CAPPIs) having horizontal grid resolution of 500 m. In Fig. 4 , reflectivity CAPPIs at 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, and 5-km height are shown for a 50 km X 40 km region immediately inland from Cape Canaveral (see Fig. 2 ). The observations are for 0115 UTC 13 August 1991. Distances from the three closest WSR-57 radars to the midpoint of this region, and the height of the radar beam center (above ground level) for the image area are as follows: Daytona Beach--90 km/1.9 km; Tampa--150 km/3.7 km; West Palm Beach--220 km/6.2 km. Thus, the Daytona Beach system provided returns at fairly low levels, the Tampa radar sampled both above and below the freezing level, while the West Palm Beach radar sampled very large volumes, primarily above the freezing level. Due to its proximity to the study area, it is expected that the Daytona Beach site contributed the greatest weight to the composite reflectivity field, but this assumption cannot be verified.
The five CP-2 CAPPIs in Fig. 4 show the vertical structure of a well-developed multicell convective complex.
Some data are missing in the CAPPIs above 1 km due to the scan configuration.
There are two main areas of high reflectivity (>50 dBZ), one in the northwest and the other in the east central portion of the image. These cells are evident at each level, with the most intense returns (reflectivity in excess of 55 dBZ) reaching maximal coverage at a height of 5 kin.
Regions of reflectivity exceeding 50 dBZ are most pronounced at 3 or 4 km, while moderate echo regions (40-50 dBZ) become smaller above 4 kin. The areal coverage of the entire complex (as defined by 10-dBZ rellectivities) is fairly uniform with height, being only slightly higher at the lowest levels. While the basic structure of the strong cells in this convective system observed by the CP-2 and the composite image is similar, there is significant enlargement of the echo region in the composite.
The area for which dBZ > 50 is comparable between the composite and the CP- Figure 4 indicates that regions of low and moderate reflectivity are overrepresented in the composite imagery, leading to overestimation of both the "rain" area (dBZ > 0) and area-average rainfall. To counteract this effect, the FACE Z-R relationship has been applied using a threshold reflectivity; that is, no rainfall is associated with reflectivities below some minimuna value. We have chosen a threshold such that the resuiting rain area approximates that which is observed by the gauge network.
In the following section it is shown through analysis of rain-rate and reflectivity distributions that the appropriate reflectivity threshold for the composite radar data is approximately 36.5 dBZ. It was found that, on average, 28% of all radar pixels and 81% of "rain" pixels satisfy 0 < dBZ < 36.5. Areaaverage daily rainfall calculated by applying this threshold to the FACE Z-R relationship is shown in Fig. 3 , along with the unmodified FACE Z-R results, for the CaPE study area and the Merritt Island cluster. Although the FACE rain rate associated with 36.5 dBZ is only 6.9 mm h-_, the high frequency of occurrence of reflectivities less than 36.5 dBZ contributes significantly to the total rainfall.
By applying a 36.5-dBZ threshold to the FACE Z-R, the total rainfall is reduced by 36% and 38% for the large and small study areas. However, use of the FACE relationship still overestimates area-average daily rainfall by 21% and 33% lor the two areas. All subsequent FACE rainfall estimates Atlas et al. ( 1990b Atlas et al. ( , 1993 and Rosenfeld et al. ( 1993 Rosenfeld et al. ( , 1994 . A Z-R relationship derived using a PMM approach is sometimes referred to as a "climatologically tuned" relationship since it is based on the statistical distributions of Z and R, which represent the precipitation "climatology" of the given space-time domain. These methods often involve stratification according to rain type and distance from the radar. The relationship is "tuned" in the sense that the radar-derived rain-rate distribution (and thus the volumetric rainfall, given by the first moment of rain rate) is equivalent to that measured by the gauges. Properties of the radar system--frequency, calibration, beam geometry, and position of the radar(s) within the region of study--also affect the obtained relationship. Conceptually, the applicability of the PMM is limited to rainfall estimation over space-time domains that are large enough to adequately sample these distributions. Atlas et al. (1990b) warn that the PMMbased Z-R relation should not be applied at a point in space or time. The minimum appropriate space and timescales are likely a function of the local climatology, that is, frequency and diversity of precipitation events. As stated above, one of the objectives of this study is to examine the errors associated with applying the PMM Z-R relationship to composite radar data on various space and timescales, and thus define the minimum scales on which application of this technique is warranted.
The principle of the PMM, as formulated by Calheiros and Zawadzki (1987) , is to construct a Z-R relationship based on Z_, R_ pairs such that cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of Z and R match; that is, pairs that satisfy
R= ZT where P( ) represents a probability density function and RT and ZT are threshold values. In this paper, we are tbllowing the modified procedure described by Atlas et al. (1990b) , in which the CDFs are derived for the first moments of Z and R according to (4) In practice, the Z,, Ri values are found by approximating (4) with discrete summations. Use of the first moment ensures that the Z_, R, pairs are well distributed over the high rain rates, which account for most of the accumulated rainfall.
In addition, the total observed rainfall is exactly reproduced by the obtained Z-R relationship when applied to the reflectivity data used in deriving the relationship.
The PMM was applied using composite radar reflectivity and rain gauge data from five days during CAPE--10 July (day 191), 15 July (196), 26 July (207), 27 July (208), and 15 August (227). Three of these days ( 191,196, and 227 ) are included in the daily accumulations shown in Fig. 3 . On each day, only the time period 1400-0400 UTC was used, as very little rain occurred outside of this time period. The five days selected include a variety of synoptic-scale wind regimes, shown by Frank et al. (1967) to control the geographic distribution of deep convection in Florida. The remaining 11 days of the complete dataset were used for validation of the technique.
To construct the reflectivity PDF, radar pixel values from all available 15-rain images were sampled at every fourth line and element within the grid to provide effectively independent samples. Data were used only for the eastern and central portions of the CaPE study area, which had a rather dense concentration of l-min rain gauges. This ensures that gauge and radar measurements both adequately sampled the precipitation conditions over the area. The histogram in Fig. 5a shows the frequencies of occurrence of reflectivity in I-dBZ bins expressed as a percentage of the total number of observations for which dBZ > 0. In creating the histogram, reflectivities greater than 55 dBZ were excluded from the analysis. This had negligible impact on the histogram, as these events constitute only 0.06% of all data.
The time interval over which rainfall measurements have been accumulated was determined by the equation where A is the radar beam cross-sectional area and V is the horizontal velocity of the rain cell. Using a beamwidth of 3.5 km (representative of a range of 100 km), and V = 20 km h -_, At = 12 min. This is the rain gauge time constant analogous to the horizontal dimension of the radar beam. It was found by Zawadzki (1975) to be the optimal integration period for comparing rain rates with reflectivities to ensure consistency between the radar spatial resolution and the temporal resolution of the gauge measurements.
Rain rates were determined for each 12-min period for the 68 rain gauges that recorded at 1-min intervals. The histogram based on these rain rates is shown in Fig. 5b . The discontinuous nature of the histogram at low rain rates is due to the fact that the minimum precipitation amount measurable by the gauges is 0.01 ", which translates to a minimum detectable rain rate for a 12-rain period of 1.27 mm h ), or 1.04 dBR, while the next larger rate is 2.54 mm h _, or 4.05 dBR, where dBR is equal to 10 log(R).
To determine the CDFs of Z and R and calculate the Z-R relationship from (4), the threshold values R_ and Z_ must be defined. In the case o[ R. the minimum detectable rain rate is 1.04 dBR. Here Z_ is then chosen so that the percent of the space-time domain over which Z _> Z_ is equivalent to the percent of the spacetime domain fl)r which R >_ R_. Based on the rain gauge measurements, R /> R_ (i.e., some precipitation measured within the 12-rain accumulation period) 9.9% of the time. In contrast, composite reflectivity values exceed 0 dBZ 34.7% of the time for the five daily periods used in the PDF analysis.
This result is suppc)ned by Fig. 4, which 
Based on Ihe threshold
values R_ and Z_, the conditional CDFs tot the first moments of R and Z were calculated at l-dB intervals and plotted in Fig. 6 . Smooth curves were drawn through these points, and dBR, dBZ pairs determined for a number of probability values. The resulting dBZ-dBR plot suggested that a quadratic regression function was most appropriate. The best-fit equation was found to be dBZ = 36.34 -0.111dBR + 0.049dBR 2,
or upon inverting,
with r 2 = 0.998. The functional relationship between rain rate and reflectivity as given by (7) is shown along with the FACE Z-R relationship in Fig. 7 Results for hourly rainfall from FACE and PMM Z-R relationships are shown in the form of scatterplots in Fig. 8 . Each point represents an hourly accumulation at one rain gauge for one of the 53 h used in the PMM analysis. The rmse values for the two methods (Table  3 ) are similar to one another and are much higher than mean rain gauge estimates.
Comparison of Z-R Relationships
The overall mean gauge rainfall is 0.95 mm h t, whereas the mean PMM rainfall is slightly less (0.87 mm h -1). and the mean FACE rainfall is higher at !.02 mm h t. Figure 8 illustrates the tendency of both Z-R relationships to underestimate large gauge-measured hourly rainfall and overestimate small amounts. This may be related to the typically small convective cells in this environment, which have diameters of 2-4 kin. In those events when the most intense rainfall within a thunderstorm occurs precisely at a gauge location, the reflectivity for the relatively large radar volume underestimates the maximum intensity at the gauge. On the other hand, intense rain cells that are in close proximity to a gauge but do not track directly over a gauge often produce large radarrainfall estimates and little or no rain in the gauge.
Daily rainfall comparisons are shown in Fig. 9 . Each observation is a daily accunmlation from radar or rain gauge; only the I 1 independent days are included. The scatter is large for both FACE and PMM methods, as rinse values for both methods (Table 3 ) are more than double the mean rain gauge values. The mean FACEderived rainfall of 6.14 mm day 1 is 45% higher than
b. hltercomparisons between radar and rain gauge precipitation at point locations
The PMM and FACE Z-R relationships have been applied over various space and time domains. In this section precipitation estimated from the radar composites at points corresponding to rain gauge locations is compared with gauge accumulations over hourly and daily periods, as well as for the collective ! 1-day period excluding the time periods used in deriving the PMM Z-R. The 36.5-dBZ threshold was applied in the FACE calculations.
Results based on the 1 l-day period provide an independent measure of the accuracy of the PMM technique as applied to the composite imagery. Radar precipitation estimates for rain gauge locations were calculated in two ways: as a single pixel value at the gauge location, and as the mean rainfall over 3 pixel × 3 pixel (6 km× 6 kin) regions centered at the gauge site. This averaging was performed to minimize errors associated with timing, image geolocation, and winddriven rain shafts. However, since means based on single pixels and 3 × 3 pixel regions were found to be very similar, results are presented here for the single Radar estimates of total rainfall for the independent 11-day period are compared with gauge measurements in Fig. 10 . The correlation coefficients for FACE and PMM are quite small at 0.39 and 0.37. Relative to the gauge means, rmse values are much lower than for hourly and daily precipitation, but are still quite large--87% and 74% of the gauge mean for FACE and PMM Z-R relationships, respectively. The positive bias of the FACE retrievals is evident in the top panel, as the majority of the points lie below the 1:1 line. This is true to a lesser degree in the PMM estimates.
A comment is warranted regarding linear correlation coefficients for hourly, daily, and total rainfall at point locations.
Surprisingly, the calculated coefficients were largest tor hourly estimates and smallest for the 1 l-day period. However, the scatter diagrams for hourly and daily rainfall estimates in Figs. 8 and 9 indicate dense clusters of points near the origin, and increasing scatter of the points as rainfall increases along either axis. This indicates the presence of heteroscedasticity, or an increase of variance with rainfall amount ( Afifi and Azen 1972) , a condition that does not appear to exist for the l 1-day precipitation estimates shown in Fig. 10 . The existence of heteroscedasticity is a violation of the assumptions made concerning residuals in a simple linear regression model, therefore, the hourly and daily correlation coefficients are meaningless, and a comparison of correlation coefficients with those obtained for the total period is not valid.
Based on these point-scale comparisons, we conclude that application of neither FACE nor PMM technique is appropriate for the retrieval of point rainfall, at least on timescales of two weeks or less. This in agreement with Atlas et al. (1990b) , who state that the PMM should not be applied in points in space or time. We feel that the low correlations and large rmse's for point-scale precipitation estimation are due to two factors. The first is that attempts to correlate radar and rain gauge observations at points in space and time rely on nearly perfect registration of the radar imagery in space, as well as excellent time tagging of both radar and rain gauge data. It is not surprising that there are large discrepancies between radar reflectivity and gauge-observed rain rates, especially in a highly convective domain such as Florida where the typical dimension of convective cells is only about 2-4 kin. A registration error of one pixel or an error of a few minutes in either gauge or radar observation time will seriously degrade any connection between reflectivity and rain rate. A related complication is the downwind advection of raindrops. Under certain conditions, the horizontal distance between the location of a raindrop as detected by radar and its terminal position at ground level may easily exceed I kin. This adds additional error to coincident radar-rain gauge comparisons. The second obstacle to rainfall estimation at points in time and space lies in the assumptions of the PMM method. At a given gauge location, typically only a few rain events occur over the time periods used in this study. Thus, the PMM requirement that the sampling must capture the full statistical nature of the relationship between reflectivity and rain rate is not met, even for the 1 l-day integration periods. However, this same restriction does not apply to the FACE method, which performed worse than the PMM at the point scale. This implies that the more important problems in estimating rainfall from radar at points in space and time are those related to the aforementioned errors in geolocation and timing of the radar and rain gauge data.
c. Intercomparisons between radar and rain gauge area-average daily precipitation
Daily area-average rainfall estimates have been obtained from the FACE and PMM Z-R relationships and are compared in this section with rainfall measured by the gauge network over the study area and the smaller Merritt Island gauge cluster. Rainfall estimates based on the PMM Z-R using "mean value" time integration for the 14 daily periods are compared with means from the gridded rain gauge product in Fig. 11 . Daily totals are for 24-h periods beginning at 0700 LST on the given day. Using the PMM Z-R relation, the daily ratio of radar to gauge rainfall varies from 0.5 to 2.1 for the larger area and from 0.6 to 1.9 for the cluster region, excluding days for which mean precipitation is less than 2 mm. Relative to FACE Z-R estimates (Fig. 3) , the overall bias is much reduced, as shown by the 14-day means. The PMM estimates are approximately 5% and 11% greater than the gauge amounts for the CaPE region and the cluster area, respectively, compared to 21% and 33% overestimates obtained from the FACE Z-R using a 36.5-dBZ threshold.
Because the PMM Z-R relationship was determined using data from only three of these 14 days (days 191, 196, and 227) , the relatively small biases shown in Fig. 11 and Table 4 are based mostly on the 11 independent days, an encouraging result for application of the PMM method to daily area-average rainfall. The PMM relationship represents a substantial improvement in bias with respect to the FACE Z-R when averaged over these areas and over 14 days.
Correlation coefficients and rmse's, relative to rain gauge means, for area-average daily rainfall estimates for FACE and PMM methods are given in Table 4 . These statistics relate to the daily precipitation estimates shown in Fig. 3 (FACE correlations are nearly equal. The reduction of rinse using the PMM relationship is not due solely to the smaller biases; in fact, if the rinse values for both methods are adjusted for the respective biases, the comparison is not substantially altered. Correlations for both methods are slightly higher for the smaller region (greater than 0.9) than for the CaPE area (approximately 0.8), and are much higher than correlations found at gauge locations for I I-day total rainfall. The latter observation indicates that spatial averaging increases the correlation between radar and gauge rainfall.
This analysis of systematic and random errors shows that, in terms of bias and rinse of daily area-average rainfall estimates, the PMM it an improvement over the FACE relationship.
This improvement is due partially to the fact that the PMM Z-R relationship is tuned in a statistical sense to the local climatology and to the rain gauge and radar data used in its derivation, while the FACE relationship is not. However, identical reflectivity thresholds of 36.5 dBZ were applied to both relationships to avoid introducing addilional bias into the FACE estimates by the composite radar data. The results indicate that a Z-R relationship tuned to both the local climate and the radar dalaset can produce better results than a power-law relationship developed from an independent dataset. In fact, due to limitations in radar calibration, screening methodologies, and variations in product generation, it is important in practice to apply an optimized Z-R relationship.
Summary
One of the difficulties currently faced by investigators performing hydrologic studies at regional scales is the accurate estimation of precipitation. While rain gauges can prm, ide accurate estimates at points, radar is important in providing the spatial distribution of rainfall. An important tool in estimating precipitation over areas greater than about l0 skm _ is radar imagery cornposited from multiple radars. In this paper we have discussed the utility of composite radar data in estimating convective rainfall using a conventiomtl Z R relationship as well as the probability matching method. This situation is more consistent with the assumptions of the PMM, and more accurate precipitation estimates are possible.
Conclusions and implications for NEXRAD applications
Three conclusions regarding the use of composite radar data for rainfall estimation may be drawn from these results. First, we have found that a Z-R relationship derived for a single radar under a certain set of environmental conditions (in this case the FACE Z-R relationship Z = 300R _4) is not appropriate for use with composite reflectivity, unless a reflectivity threshold is applied, due primarily to the compositing procedure and effects of beam spreading. These effects are especially troublesome when using composite imagery in which identification of the contributing radar is not retained. Second, application of the probability matching method gives improved area-average rainfall estimates for daily and longer time periods, as measured by smaller biases and lower rmse with respect to ground truth rain gauge averages.
Finally, daily areaaverage precipitation estimates fi'om radar, using either Z-R relationship, show much better agreement with gauge-derived mean rainfall than do estimates for specific gauge locations.
These conclusions raise an important question: How well can precipitation on a regional or national scale be
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Planned WSR-88D Radar Network constructed in which rain rate is averaged over individual radars.
Fie;. 12. Coverage over the continental United States by the planned WSR-88D radar network. Shading replvsents areas within a range of 180 km from the radar sites. estimated using the NEXRAD system currently being deployed'? To illustrate the potential problems associated with range in this context, Fig. 12 shows 180-kinrange circles for each of the planned WSR-88D radar sites (Federal Meteorological Handbook 1991 ) . This distance approximates the useful range of the radars/'or precipitation estimation. At 18()-km range, the WSR-88D beam center is at 3.5 km AGL, while the top of the beam volume is at 5.0 kin. At this distance, the aforementioned problems associated with frozen or mixed-phase hydrometeors, as well as beam geometry, begin to have serious impact on rainfall estimates. As shown in Fig. 12 , coverage by the planned radar configuration is excellent in some regions, especially the Northeast and South Atlantic areas. However, there are several areas in excess of 180 km from the nearest radar, most notably in the West and the northern Plains, but also scattered throughout the South and Midwest. Furthermore. Fig. 12 that, due to regional differences, the PMM-based Z-R relationship and the minimum space scales and timescales are different from those lor Florida summertime conditions determined in this study. The Z-R relation will depend strongly on the radar systems and the mix of convective and stratiform conditions, while space scales and timescales will be influenced by wu-iations in the frequency of precipitation as well as the diversity of meteorological conditions.
